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"The course is designed to maximise the performance of school-age learners. It features eight
units covering the core topics, vocabulary, grammar and skills needed for all four exam papers
for the revised Cambridge English: First (FCE) for Schools exam from 2015. Two teen-inspired
topics in each unit ensure the entire exam syllabus is covered, and can also act as a basis for
CLIL-based extension activities and projects. Grammar sections and a Grammar Reference
help students build up the accurate language structure necessary for the Use of English parts
of the new Reading and Use of English paper, while B2-level vocabulary is targeted, drawing
on insights from English Profile, and brought together in a Wordlist based on key vocabulary
from the units. 'Exam tips', and grammar and vocabulary exercises teach students to avoid
common mistakes identified in Cambridge's unique collection of real exam papers, the
Cambridge Learner Corpus."--Publisher description.
A Spanish-English bilingual dictionary specifically written to meet the needs of Spanish
learners of English.
A Spanish-English bilingual dictionary specifically written to meet the needs of Spanish
learners of English. Aimed at elementary to intermediate learners, this bilingual dictionary has
been written to meet the needs of Spanish speakers learning English and includes over 61,000
words, phrases and examples and over 70,000 translations. It includes extensive notes
highlighting the most common mistakes made by Hispanic learners (informed by the
Cambridge Learner Corpus). Grammar boxes concentrate on the most difficult and problematic
aspects of learning English.
Provides translations of over ninety thousand words and phrases into European and Latin
American Spanish, as well as information about grammar, culture, and communication.
A focused, 50-60 hour course for the revised Cambridge English: Advanced (CAE) exam from
2015. The Student's Book without answers provides C1-level students with thorough
preparation and practice needed for exam success. All four of the revised exam papers are
covered. 'Quick steps' and Writing and Speaking guides explain what to expect in the exam,
and provide strategies on approaching each paper, model answers, useful expressions and
further practice. The accompanying CD-ROM provides interactive language and skills practice.
There are two complete practice tests for teachers to access online. Audio required for the
Student's Book listening exercises is available on Class Audio CDs or in the Student's Book
Pack, both available separately.
A Spanish-English bilingual dictionary specifically written to meet the needs of Spanish
learners of English. The best bilingual dictionary of Spanish and English for beginner to upperintermediate learners. It includes over 120,000 headwords and phrases, plus information to
enhance understanding and improve communication skills. Extensive notes highlight the
common mistakes made by Hispanic learners (informed by the Cambridge Learner Corpus).
The grammar boxes concentrate on the most difficult aspects of learning English. It has
excellent coverage of British and American English, Latin American and Peninsular Spanish.
Authentic examination papers for learners preparing for the revised Cambridge English: Young
Learners from 2018. This collection of examination papers for Cambridge English: Movers
(YLE Movers) provides ideal exam practice. It contains three full-colour test papers which
contain engaging activities and attractive illustrations to motivate young learners. These papers
also provide an excellent opportunity for children, parents and teachers alike to familiarise
themselves with the format of the revised test. An Audio CD (which contains the listening
sections of the tests) and an Answer Booklet are also available separately.

The first edition of the semi-bilingual English-Russian version of the Cambridge
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Learner's Dictionary with CD-ROM. This is the first edition of the semi-bilingual Russian
version of the Cambridge Learner's Dictionary, ideal for intermediate to upperintermediate students. Russian translations are given for every sense, and thesaurus
and common error notes give students extra help with producing English. The
dictionary is accompanied by a CD-ROM containing the full text of the dictionary, and
including SmartThesaurus, QuickFind, recordings of every word in British and American
English, plus study material.
Diccionario Bilingue Cambridge Spanish-English PaperbackCambridge University
Press
A Self-Study Grammar Book for Engineers és un llibre d'autoaprenentatge de la llengua
anglesa en l'àmbit de les carreres tècniques i, d'una manera especial, per a l'alumnat
universitari dins el camp de les enginyeries. Està dividit en tres mòduls ben diferenciats
per a facilitar la seva utilització i ordenar les unitats a estudiar en funció de les
necessitats específiques de l'alumne en cada moment. En un primer mòdul s'han inclòs
31 unitats de gramàtica i documents específics amb explicacions i exemples bilingües
(en català i en castellà), així com exercicis complementaris i les seves solucions
respectives. El segon mòdul conté un total de 13 unitats bàsicques, relacionades amb
l'anglès per a finalitats específiques: anglès per a la banca i les finances, anglès
comercial, anglès per a la producció i el transport, anglès per a la construcció, etc.
També en aquest mòdul s'han afegit 6 unitats extres, molt útils com a referència bàsica
i sòlida sobre l'anglès americà i l'anglès britànic, friends and false friends, phrasal verbs
i opposites. En el tercer i últim mòdul d'aquest llibre hi ha un apèndix amb material
essencial per a l'aprenent avançat de la llengua anglesa, com per exemple:
abreviacions típiques angleses, taules de conversió i càlcul, els verbs irregulars
anglesos traduïts al català i al castellà, el sistema de puntuació anglès, un quadre
sinòptic dels temps verbals en anglès, etc. Al final del llibre s'hi pot trobar la bibliografia
i una sèrie de webs i enllaços recomanats per ambdues autores per tal de facilitar el
procés d'aprenentatge de l'alumne en l'anglès com a llengua estrangera i per a
finalitats específiques.
The Concise Oxford English Dictionary is a world-famous bestseller, chosen by
thousands of users for its up-to-date and authoritative coverage of the English
language. This package includes the latest edition of the Concise Oxford English
Dictionary in print and CD-ROM formats. It contains over 240,000 words, phrases, and
definitions, providing meanings for everyday words plus scientific and technical
vocabulary, as well as English from around the world. This revised edition of the
dictionary has been updated with hundreds of new words and phrases drawn from
research findings from the Oxford Reading Programme and the two-billion word Oxford
English Corpus. The CD-ROM version of the dictionary offers full-text search
functionality, instant look-up from WindowsRG documents, including email and the
internet, and high-quality spoken pronunciations for thousands of words, making it ideal
for family use, as well as for homework and school use. The CD-ROM is also Mac
compatiblefor the first time, due to brand new software. This edition also features a new
supplementary section, with quick-reference word lists (containing, for example, lists of
Unusual Words, and Onomatopoeic Words), and a revised and updated English
Uncovered supplement, which presents interesting facts about the English language.
A Spanish-English dictionary for students.
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Un diccionario con todo el inglés indispensable. Dentro del proceso de renovación de
contenidos y actualización de lemario y definiciones que Larousse Editorial ha
acometido en toda la gama de inglés, el Diccionario Pocket ofrece: - Corrección de la
edición anterior en una lectura global de la obra. - Actualización de neologísmos y
vocabulario de la vida cotidiana. - Nuevo diseño. El diccionario contiene: - 80 000
traducciones - Más de 55 000 palabras y expresiones - Vocabulario esencial y
tecnicismos frecuentes - Abundantes ejemplos de uso - Principales americanismos Modelos de conjugación verbal irregular. Público: Estudiantes de inglés inicial y medio
Viajeros
Este diccionario técnico (inglés-español) presenta un conjunto de términos y
expresiones generalmente utilizados en los campos: económico, financiero,
estadístico, matemático y actuarial (de seguros). El objeto fundamental de este
diccionario es proporcionar a los profesores, estudiantes de economía, finanzas,
estadística, matemáticas, ingeniería y derecho, un instrumento de trabajo que creemos
no existe en la actualidad, para permitirles interpretar la bibliografía moderna sobre
estas materias. Los autores han intentado recoger, lo más razonablemente posible,
todas las palabras y expresiones que se utilizan con más frecuencia. Por tanto, este
diccionario técnico que publicamos es una interesante obra de referencia para
profesores, estudiantes y especialistas ligados a los campos anteriormente citados. El
diccionario contiene aproximadamente unas 50.000 entradas.

Bilingual dictionary with 55,000 references and 80,000 translations, including
Latin American coverage.
This new edition of the Cambridge Idioms Dictionary explains over 7,000 idioms
current in British, American and Australian English, helping learners to
understand them and use them with confidence. * Fully updated with new idioms,
e.g. think outside the box, play out of your skin, the new black * New, attractive
page layout with idioms in colour for easy reference * Clear explanations and
example sentences for every idiom * Most common idioms highlighted so
students know which to learn * Topic section covering useful language areas,
e.g. agreeing and disagreeing, telling stories
A brand-new English/Spanish bilingual dictionary with a state-of-the-art CD-ROM.
Ideal for Skills For Life, Entry levels 2-3. A version of Cambridge Essential
English Dictionary specially adapted for Skills for Life students. It covers the
essential English needed by learners at beginner to pre-intermediate levels, with
short, easy definitions and numerous example sentences. Hundreds of
illustrations help to explain the words and build vocabulary. The additional pullout section at the end of the dictionary contains vocabulary, grammar and
language that is particularly useful for students preparing for Skills For Life
exams.
A Spanish-English bilingual dictionary specifically written to meet the needs of
Spanish learners of English. The best bilingual dictionary of Spanish and English
for elementary to intermediate learners. It has been especially written to meet the
needs of Spanish speakers learning English and includes over 61,000 words,
phrases and examples and over 70,000 translations. It includes extensive notes
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highlighting the most common mistakes made by Hispanic learners (informed by
the Cambridge Learner Corpus). At the same time, Grammar boxes concentrate
on the most difficult and problematic aspects at the time of learning English. The
dictionary also includes a very thorough conversation guide, which contextualises
common situations in communication and the most important structures, as well
as essential vocabulary. It has excellent coverage of British English, American
English, Latin American Spanish and Peninsular Spanish. It includes a CD-ROM
of the entire dictionary, which has recorded pronunciations for the English words,
in British and American accents, and lets you practise your own English
pronunciation.
Compact Key for Schools is a focused, 50 - 60 hour course for the Cambridge
English: Key (KET) for Schools exam. This Student's Book features twelve topicbased units with focused exam preparation to maximise the performance of
school-age learners. Units contain pages on Reading, Writing, Listening,
Speaking, Grammar and Vocabulary. A Grammar reference covers key areas in
the syllabus and unit-based wordlists include target vocabulary with definitions. A
Speaking Guide provides extra support for this paper. The accompanying CDROM provides interactive grammar, vocabulary and exam skills tasks including
listening. The Student's Book includes a full practice test. A further practice test
with audio is available online. Class Audio CD containing the listening material for
this course is available separately.
Compact Preliminary for Schools is a focused, 50 - 60 hour course for Cambridge
English: Preliminary for Schools, also known as Preliminary English Test (PET).
The Student's Book features eight topic based units with focused exam
preparation to maximise the performance of school-age learners. Units are
divided in the order of the exam with pages on Reading, Writing, Listening and
Speaking. A Grammar reference covers key areas in the syllabus and unit based
wordlists include target vocabulary with definitions. The Student's Book also
features a revision section and full practice test. The accompanying CD-ROM
provides interactive grammar, vocabulary and exam skills tasks including
listening. Course users also have exclusive access to a further practice test with
audio via a URL in the Student's Book.
Highly focused preparation for the revised 2015 Cambridge English: First (FCE) course
in 50-60 core hours. This Student's Book without answers provides B2-level students
with thorough preparation and practice needed for exam success. Ten units cover all
four exam papers in a step-by-step approach. 'Quick steps' and Writing, Speaking and
Listening guides explain what to expect in the exam, and provide strategies on
approaching each paper, model answers, useful expressions and further practice. The
CD-ROM provides interactive grammar, vocabulary and writing practice. Two complete
practice tests are available online for teachers to access. Recordings for the Listening
exercises are found on the Class Audio CDs or in the Student's Book Pack, available
separately.
The most up-to-date business English dictionary created specially for learners of
English.
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"Translation and Own-language Activities provides structured, practical advice and
guidance for using students' own languages within the ELT classroom. It presents
effective ways of integrating carefully chosen activities, covering themes such as tools,
language skills, language focus and techniques. The practical activities range from
using bilingual dictionaries to translating long texts, with a number of tasks drawing on
easy-to-use web tools. The book also considers the relationship between translation
and intercultural understanding"-The Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary gives the vital support which advanced
students need, especially with the essential skills: reading, writing, listening and
speaking. In the book: * 170,000 words, phrases and examples * New words: so your
English stays up-to-date * Colour headwords: so you can find the word you are looking
for quickly * Idiom Finder * 200 'Common Learner Error' notes show how to avoid
common mistakes * 25,000 collocations show the way words work together * Colour
pictures: 16 full page colour pictures On the CD-ROM: * Sound: recordings in British
and American English, plus practice tools to help improve pronunciation * UNIQUE!
Smart Thesaurus helps you choose the right word * QUICKfind looks up words for you
while you are working or reading on screen * UNIQUE! SUPERwrite gives on screen
help with grammar, spelling and collocation when you are writing * Hundreds of
interactive exercises
This book is a course in contrastive linguistics and translation which introduces the
basics of linguistic analysis as applied to translation. Translation is presented as a
problem-solving activity and linguistic analysis is proposed as a useful methodological
tool to identify a wide range of translation problems. The course adopts a method which
starts with the translation of words and goes up, step by step, through the different
levels of linguistic structure to the level of pragmatic context. Myriad examples and a
wide variety of exercises enable readers to acquire and practise some of the most
common strategies translators use to solve the problems encountered at the different
levels of linguistic analysis. The book aims at providing students with the theoretical
and methodological tools needed to reinforce their linguistic and textual competence in
the languages involved and make adequate progress along the translation process. As
theoretical tools, students are given an overview of basic translation concepts and
linguistic tools central to contrastive linguistics and textual analysis. As methodological
tools, students are presented with a working method that, at the beginning, will allow
them to grasp the principles and strategies that govern general translation, and which
they could later extrapolate to specialised translation.
The new 'Collins Concise Spanish Dictioary' is based on the latest edition of the 'Collins
Spanish Dictionary' and has additional features which will help users speak and write
natural, accurate Spanish. Previous ed.: 2002.
Accelerates Academic Language Development The Oxford Illustrated Math Dictionary
supports and promotes success in math by making academic vocabulary accessible to
high-beginning and intermediate language learners. This dictionary is flexible enough to
be used in whole-group, small-group, and independent learning modules and serves as
a bridge between picture dictionaries and learner dictionaries. Each dictionary entry
includes: Academic word Part of speech Pronunciation Simpledefinition Illustration
Work contextualized in a sentence
Fast, focused exam preparation - a 50 to 60 hour course for the B1 Preliminary for Schools
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exam from 2020. Compact helps you build confidence with its unique step-by-step approach
and teaches essential exam strategies through user-friendly exam tips. The Teacher's Book
contains detailed teacher's notes with advice on classroom procedure and extra teaching
ideas, along with a full answer key and access to the downloadable class audio files on The
Cambridge Teacher.
A highly focused Cambridge English: First (FCE) course providing efficient exam preparation in
50-60 core hours.
Comprehensive bilingual coverage of over 40,000 essential words and phrases found in
chemistry literature Wiley's English-Spanish, Spanish-English Chemistry Dictionary Wiley's
English-Spanish, Spanish-English Chemistry Dictionary provides a ready reference to more
than 40,000 essential terms and phrases found in the chemistry literature. Its quick, userfriendly format means that you won't waste valuable research time leafing back and forth in
search of the appropriate entry. And distinguished lexicographer Steven M. Kaplan has made
every effort to provide equivalents with maximum clarity, accuracy, and timeliness. Up-to-date,
comprehensive, and authoritative coverage * Indispensable for students, researchers,
translators, and others working in chemistry * Entries cover different fields within chemistry and
include thousands of chemical compounds * User-friendly format directs you to the precise
term you need without rerouting you to other irrelevant words and phrases * A wealth of
information in one portable, handy volume
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